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MEDIA RELEASE
Auto crash with injuries
Columbia Township, January 8, 2021 – Hamilton County Sheriff Charmaine
McGuffey reports a single vehicle auto crash with injuries that occurred on January
8, 2021 at approximately 1:56 am, on Red Bank Rd at the IR-71 overpass in
Columbia Township.
A 2007 Pontiac G6, operated by Nicolas Greer-Thompson, male, age 22 of
Cincinnati was traveling south on Red Bank Rd near the IR-71 overpass. While
negotiating a right bound curve, Mr. Thompson failed to maintain control of his
vehicle. The Pontiac ran off the left side of the roadway and struck a concrete bridge
pillar. The vehicle rotated and came to rest onto its top. During the collision, two
male juvenile passengers, ages 13 and 15, also from Cincinnati, were ejected from
the vehicle. There was a fourth occupant, Timothy Stuckey, male, age 22 of
Cincinnati, who was in the front passenger seat. The two adults freed themselves
from the vehicle and fled the scene but were located shortly afterwards by
responding officers. A parent of one of the juveniles responded to the scene and
transported both of them to Cincinnati Children's Hospital. Both adults complained of
injuries and were transported to UC Medical Center by Deer park / Silverton Ems.
Mr. Stuckey remains at UC Medical Center where he is being treated for
minor injuries. The 15 year old remains at Children’s Hospital, with serious but nonlife threatening injuries. The 13 year old was treated and released. Mr. Thompson
was treated at UC Medical Center for minor injuries then transported to the Hamilton
County Justice Center for an unrelated warrant.
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The two juveniles were not utilizing safety restraints. The front passenger was
restrained. It is unclear at this time if the driver was restrained.
Alcohol is believed to be a factor in this crash. This crash remains under
investigation by the Hamilton County Sheriff's Traffic Safety Unit. Anyone with
information regarding this crash is asked to contact the Traffic Safety Unit at
(513)825-1500

